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FOREWORD C
, or

THE TASICof providing quality 'education for an increasing num-. .,

ber of students may yet turn out to be of value t9 higher education:
The pressure of enrollments may impel institutions to examine crir-
ically some of their long and uncritically held assumptions about the
nature and organization of the teachivg-,learning Process. They may
be encouraged to try out new' methods and new programs designei
to improve both what the student learns and the way he learns it.

This report, the seventh in the series a studies on "New Dimensions
in Higher Education," summarizes. research -designed to compare the
effectiveness of independent study and the more traditional methods
of college instruction as they are related to student learning; and it
desdribes some of the new curriculum pattern's which are being in;_
augurated to improve instruction. A number of experimental pro-
grams are described in sufficient, detail to give interested readers a ,

view of the purposes and potentialities of these .programs, both in
terms of the quality of the student's education and in terms of econ-
omy in the use of college teaching resources. It is hoped that this
report will be

they
to. college administrators, faculty, and board

members as ihey seek to improve the quality of edu'cation within their
7 own institutions.

'the t.S. Office of Education wishes to express its appreciation to
Dr. Samuel Baskin of Antioch College, who prepared this report.
His position as director of Antioch'kprogram of educational research.
has kept him:in close touch not only with his own institution's adven-,
tures in higher education but with the experimentation of many other
colleges ariduniversities as well. ..

Our thanks also go to the officers of the Fund for the Advancdment
of Education and-to the Carnegie Corporation for making their files
available in the preparation of this report, and to, Chester L. Neudling
-and Lenora .G. Lewis, of the Office of Education, for editorial assist-
ance in the preparation 9f the manuscript.

Hoorn D. BABRIDGE, JR.
A882.4taTit COMITtiniOlter

for Higher Education

HAROLD A. HASWELL,
, Director, 139grame Branch

Division of HigherEclqation.
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QUEST FOR, QUALITY

I. Introduction

EIATATORS who he had more, than their share of ianxious
moments in recent years asthey have read reports of the, impending'
flood of college students are how beginnicfg to wonder whether the

* panic, or at least near panic; wasn't a good thing after all. For todily,,
many colleges and universities, pressed by a neiy concern for achiev-
ing quality in the face of increasing nuinbers of students, have begun
to examine critically some cif Air long held, assuTptions as to the
net* and organization of -the teaching and learnmq:procesS. It is
an examination that has brought Aith ita new surge of experimentf .

Lion and a new series4of dellopments in higher education.
The report presented here attempts tcvaescribe some of these newer

developments: It present)/ first a review of the new progfams in inde-
pendent study (in which independent study.is viewed as a .way of
leavning for all students and not as a specidl opportunity for after
students Only) ,; and it moVeKfrom this description of the independent .

o' study program tot overview of some of the newer. experimental
college programs. ,

It has not been possible kilthin the confines of this report to ieview
each of the developments that have come to the attention of the Office
of 'Education. Jhe report is not intended as.a, study in depth of tlie

'many projects presently under way, nor is it intended as a- formula for
achieving quality and quantity in Higher education.

This is an "idea" paper. It is primarily descriptive in nature and
seeks to present program directions and developments. The intent
in thesselection of particUlar programs for review is to illustrate the
nature of such programs find to convey something of the'pot,ential
these newer ideas may hold for higher education in the years ahead.

.

II. Putting the Student on His Mettte':.
The Neu, Progfams in Independent Study

"Nothing seems to surprise for6ign.educitors so much," Clarence'
Faust; President of the Fund for the AdvAncernent of Education, has

,.
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commented; "as our insistence upon the routine of courses in higher
education. "' He reports one visitor as saying, "-You seetrto treat
college students just as they had been treated in 14j,kh school and
indeed as they had been treated in grade school. At Wliat point do
you begin to expect the acquisition of intelle9tual maturity on the pail
of the students?"

Educators haie long bemoaned our practice of "spoon feeding" col-
lege students. We operate by and large on the theory that learning
cattake place only When students attend classes for a certain number
of hours and over a 'certain number of weeks.. Education comes in
&packages"it may be a 3-credit package where the student's presenc'e
may be expected in regularly scheduled class sessions over a period
of 12,13, or 15 weeks; or it may be a 5-credit package, with. the student
expected to be in attendance for at least 60 hours of regularly sched-
uled class time. But regardless of the size -of the package, credit for
learning (and learning itself) is assuined,to bear a close relationship
to the frequency with which the student sits in the classroom. The
accumulation of a total of 120 or so of such credits signifies that the
student has "learned" and has thereupon become eligible for the bach-
elor's degree. .

,

A review of recent developments in higher education offers good evi-
dence'that many colleges and universities are beginning to do more
than challenge this "packaging theory 'of learning." A kitty 1959
report of the Fund for the Advancement of Education lists 16 insti-
tutions which, since 1956, have been experimenting with the use of
new programs of independent study .as part of their regular teaching
procedures. These institutions include .Antioch College, Carletop'Col-
lege, the Zniversity of Colorado, Duke lAinrsity, Goddard College, .
Grinnell College, Marquette.University, the University of Michigan,
'Morgan State College1 the Woman's College of the University, of
Forth Carolina, Oberlin College, the Uni,Tity of Omaha, PennSyl- .

vania State University, Rutgers "University, Vanderbilt University,
and the State collegeof Washington.' 'Several of these studies are

-noted in the material which follows, , d three of these' programs,
those of Oberlin, Antioch, and

material
ilt University,-are revieweq,

in sotnewhat more detail. The material has been prepared to illustrate
the nature of these programs and the iniplicatiogs they may have for
the problems of quality and the.better utilization of, college teaching

sreources._.-

'Clarence Faust, "The Years Ahead in Higher Education, in Tranlactiona of tee Ohio
College Association, Columbus, Ohlo, The State University, April 1957. ,.

3 Better Utilization of College Teaching IlesousccA, a report by the Committee on Uti-
lization of College Teaching Resources., New York,,, The Fund for the Advancement of
Education. May 1959. ''
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First;aw-ord-ortle !titian.- There is, of course, nothing new in the
proposition that ccilleges might employ independent study as a way
of helpitig students enrich and accelerate their programs. In Inde-
pendent Stay in the United States. Bonthitis,"DaS,is, and Drushal re-

; port on a number of such programs.' These programs, however, have
long been held to be the special prerogative of the superior student..
What is new in the recent experimentation: is the use of independent
study as part of the teacher's regular classroom procedures and its
employment with all students within a particular course. Independ-
ent study is defined., within the context of these experiments, as inde-
pendent work or reading, sOinetimes on one's own, sometimes in small
groups, but with such work taking place in the absence of the teacher

-.and in Hey of certain regularly scheduled class meetings.
The nature of the experimentation on independent sludy-varies from

its use in a single courde in American history, as was the case at the
Univekity of Omaha, to its employment in 15 courses'in the Aysical
sciences, social sciences, and the humanities (Antioch) ; from the use
of individual or ``lone wolf",methods of independent study (Nforgan
State College, Carleton College,Xanderbilt University, and the State

ol ge of Washington) to the use of team and small group approaches
arning independeptly (Antioch, Oberlin,°and Pennsylvania State

University) ; and from the use of independent study arrangements in
which students Ivere expected to work independently over a substantial
block of time with no formal classroom contact With the instructor

-arletoir,-Oberlin, and the University of Michigan) to arrange rents_
under which students met in regularly scheduled class sessions
throughout the course, but where the number of such weekly meetings
had been reduced (Grinnell, Marquette, and the Woman's College of
the tniversity of,Nwth Carolina). In all instances students mete ex-.
pected to work independently for at least a certain portion of the term,
and in all cases the procedures were applied to all students in the, par-
ticular course under study.

Oberlin College designed a study.- to test tie hypothesis that students.
participating in freshman level courses in mathematics, 'Zoology, and
psychology, and working independently of their instructors for one-
third of their regularly scheduled class time would learn as well as
a comparable group of students who met their instructor for the usual
number of regularly scheduled crass meetings. Its objective was two- °
fold: (a) to see whether-students could be helped to take a greater
share of responsibility nit. their own learning (and,thus improve the
quality of their educational experience), anti (b) to see, whether, by

3 Bonthlus, kris, and. Drushal and collaborators, Independent Study in the United
States, New York. Columbia 'University Press, 1957.

w2s)S1Pt,
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J
this arrangeinent, the college might be able to make important econo7
mien in the use of its instructional time.

ExperiMental and control groups were get up for each of the courses.
Under study, with groups matched on certain variables deemed rele-'
vant to the 1)nrposes of the experiment (scholastic aptitude and course
knowledge at the time of taking the course): Both experimental and
control groups were held responsible for the same course objectives,
studied the same subject matter, and took common, exaninations, with
the principal difference being in the ainount of tithe spent in the class;
room-with their instructors;

"Xs far as conventional measures of course performfance go," the
Oberlin experimenters report, "the experiniental and control groups
appear to have learned equallf well."' No signifiCant differences-in
'learning were found between those :taking a courseby the usual lecture-
discussion method' of instruction and those taking the course by the
expefimental procedure's (averaging one:third less class contact time
NIrltil tilt:, instructor). The results held true for; each of the courses
under stUdy;,they held true when different measures of learnings(c,on-

,

examinations)
wtrtent examinations, thought questips, and essay examinationS) were

employed, and they held true when individuals at various levels of;
academic ability were compared. In only one instance did the results
begin too.pprbach,significance.

3 This one case was in the course in
inathematics diffeience which could be eipected to occur by
chance only 13 times in 160 wets found in favor4 the experimental
group. This difference was fui a test 'of "learning resourcefulness' .

which was designed to measure student ibilitytb handle problem,
situations not covered in the course itself.'

While each of the instructors reduced his class-contact hours by at,
least one- third when. teaching by the experimental method, the analy-
sis of the data regarding "the more efficient use of instructional re-
ources" needs to be Viewed from more than just this perspective of

actual time Spent in class by instructors: For the new methods posed
other kinds,. of time demands on the instructor .inithe paniiing an4
organization of the new teaching Conditions, and in the preparation,
of syllabi,,study guides, special reading lists, and other materials to,
be used by the independent study groups. Taking note 'of these

.0 factors, the Oberlin study reports sane; blit no ,substantial, savings
in time during this first year of its experimentation. The experi-
menters expect, however, that considerable savings in time would
occur once instructors had developed a backlog of experiences in
teaching by _these newer methods.

"Report on Independvnt Studies Experiment at Oberlin College," Oberlin, Ohio, 1957
" 58, p. 14,

6/bid., p 11.

9-
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The Oberlin research$ suggest .several directions for further re-
search, chief of which is the relatidnship of various attitudinal and
personality factors to gcaident achievement in learliing.- While sug-
gesting that these fact'ormay hold particular rejevance for future
experimentation in, indeOndent study, the report notes that

(
there is nothing in th , present data to suggest that normal progress of

college lei el students is in rrupted_ or 'interfered sNith by an independent
studies procedure. t Th methods' of instruction reported here ought
to work reasonably well in nip t college situations.' ,
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con-tent-learning examine e ions, laboratory and special task assign-
.

men'ts, essays, and tests of judgment anti critical thinking.
Conimeriting on the results of their first year's study, the Antioch

research team has this to say :
Pages of data relating to differences in anticipatory gains, rectgains, aqcumu-
lated gains, and over-all gains can be summarized ery, briefly ing simply
that there is no evidence that would lead us to reject the null hypotheses.
Differences in control and experimental groups reflecting different treat-
ments are by and large insignificant. .*

'The Antioch experimenters report similar, results for their studies
of 1957-58 and 1958-59. "NO pattern nerges," reads their report
for 1957-58, "favoring any teaching.procedure [lecture-discussion or,
independent work] as the xay to helpthe tudent gain more or produee
-work of a higher quality." 8 k

While noting some savings hi instructional time, the Antioch report,
as was the case at Oberlin, calls' attention tO the new time demands
posed by the experiment in organizing and preparing fin the. autono-
mous study methods: "Teaching is apparently like an icebergthe
major part of the work, preparation, and evaluatio'n takes place away
from the classroom, invisible to the students."9 There are indica-
tions, howeve, that some real time savings may accrue once the in-
structor has' prepared the Special materials for the independent study
groups. The most striki9g example of biliS (although this case was
the exception rather than the rule) was in the two philosoph3Tenerses

.to
in the 19,58-59 experiment, whert the instructor "saved up1,1

.to 57 percent of the total time which normal procedures would have
-re-cfnired for the number of students -enrolled." Itl one of thete°
instances, in a, course in preSent,day religionAhe instructor was able
to teach 80 students by the experimental methods as well as a group of
20 students by the conventional method, using only half as many class
contact hours with thegroup of 80,

Vanderbilt Univertity undertook its research program inpindependent
study, during the summer"of 1958. Although controls were employed .
in only 2 of 28 courses studied, the research is reviewed here on account
of the spread of courses included in the experimentation, and because
it represents one of the few instances in wllich a major*block of courses
was offered by the independent study method during any one time.
While Antioch has done,its.experimentation in 15 cou-rses;.no more

:-.
4 Ruth Churchill, 'Preliminary Report OD tlie Reading Plan Study," Yellow Springs,

Ohio; Antioch College, gePt: 1957, p. 6, -wp
1."Eiperiment in Independent Study," Yellow Springs, Ohio, Antioch College, Sept.

.1958, p. 21. o
. --:s Mid, p: 30. . ..

"Maria Keetph, "An Experiment with Independent Study Methods in Philosophy."
Yellow Springs, Ohio. Antioch College. (Paper presented at Western Cprrfereace on the
Teaching of Phliosophy,, May 1959.)

r '. _
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than 6 or 7 a these were taught during any one tern; in cAntrast,
Vanderbilt's experiment involved a total of 21 faculty members from
`a sunfmer faculty of .54. The schedules used in the independent
studies programs, whicit included courses.in accounting, English com-
position and grammar, German and Spanish literature, history,
philosophy, political science, and psychology, reduced class time by
25 to 50 percent. Several kinds of prorams were employed, with the
most common one calling for "f6ur 1-hour class sessions in alternating
weeks with The remaining weeks devoted to independent' study.',

While calling attention to the limitations of their data, in that most
of the analyses involved gross comparisons with classes of a previous,
fall or spring semester, the Vanderbilt investigators report:

'In sum, such evidence as is,av'''ailable supports the hypothesis that Students
oraverage or superior abilities perform as well and learn as much on reduced
schedules ason standard *. It is fairly clear that must students,belipve
it to have had a beneficial effect on their habits of independent study. A ma-
jerky estimated that at worst-they had 'not learned less:than they were Ac-
customed to under conventional arrangements, awl fragmentary evidence of
an objective character does not.prove them wrong.' \

Commenting on the question of better use of instructional time, the
report notes:

,

AYitir three exceptions, it was reported that the schedules in use permitted
more research, writing, or other professionalactivity than would have been
possible on standard schedules . For most facility members * there'
appeared to he a net gain in hours. At least as important as this economy wits
the fact that the reduced schedules adapted especially well to efficient usage of
available time: hang periods could he reserved en bloc for research and writing.
In this respect, the most beneficial schedule was the one which arranged all
meetings in alternate weeks.13

.

Tile foregoing studies review in only partial detail 3 of the 16
researches on, independent study noted in the report of The Fund for
th6 Advancement of Education. In summarizing this -whole grouping
of studies, the repOt gates!

Almost without exception, the customary academic exan!inatiofis showed that
students in the independent study experiments learned arleastgas much as the

-students who badregular class work. Rarely here therb skttistically signifi-
cant differences in the'performan,ceof the experimental and the control groups
on regular or special examination."

The report also indicates that while students at first expressed dis-
satiSfaction with these methods of instruction in that they felt they

11 Letter, January 13, 1959, tram Harvie Branscomb, Chancellor, Vanderbilt University:,
to the Fund for the Advil cement of Edueatibn,

17"A Report4on the Vinderbilt University Experiment," Nashville, Tennessee, Vander.
biltUniveraity, 9timmer 1958, p. 8.

13 I b id., p. 5. 4

Better Utilization of College Teaching Resouru c;e, op. cit p. 18.

12
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were "missing something" because. Of the diminished contact with
faculty members, student sitisfaCtions grew as the year progressed,
and several instructors reported ,that \students who had experience
with independent study through the entire year prefertie,d it, while
the control groups preferred, the traditional method to*which they
were accustomed.

Commenting on the second of these questions raised by the studies,
namely whether they limy hold significant impagt for colleges in the
more, effective utilization of their teaching resources, the report notes

'that
the results are mo;kpotential than realized. The experimental progrikm

naturally involved consider-fib-le extra work in the initial stages and, if prepara-
tion of syllabi and planning for Indei)endjnt work were taken into considera-
tiov, there would be few places Nilfich`could report actual time saved In the
first year of experimentalion. Neverthelde, The omission of certain.class
meetings did result in (some] saving of tine during the year '

There is still, of course, much that needs to be done before we can
really begin to evahiato the full impact of these independent study
teaching procedures. For one thing, we do not,know- enough about
how to, teach by t se 'newer thOhods, nor how we can best train
students for working on their oWn. For another, we do pot know
eu410:11 as the Oberlinand lficliigah 'experimenters remindhs, about
sttrA instructor needs 4'nd personality patterns and what role

.

the fi ors may play in the- teaching-learning process. And we do
not know etiou It about our measures of independence (although the.
Antioch and Oberlin experiments have made some moves in this direc-
tion through their use of "learning\ resourceftilness", instruments) so
that we might be able to determine better the degree fo which these,
studies really contriiItte to the defelopmenrof student initiative and
independence jn learning. 1 ,

The on teaching effectiveness reminds us that We.ha,ve yet.
to arrive at a formula,fer good teaching. Xvilbb.,, rs teach We many
different" methods. -Elements of course, t, backgro AZ group
make-up, and- instruct as well as sjudent satisfactions hear signifi-
cantly on this question of-how to teach.'" The hew programs in inde-
pendent.study are not intended as a panacea for higher education;

,nor are they intended as a glorified "do- it- yourself plan"Avhichiworks
by simply turning the student loos6 on his own. Quitethe contrary
the instructor's job-may be different but it is no less difficult. The
teacher 109 employes these independent study procedures has a critical

15/bid.:
'' For a summary of the research on teaming effectiveness. sel the second_isspe of this

series,,Effecilt;eness of Teaching, by Winslow R Hatch and Ann Bennett ; and Philip.
4a4ba, Changing Values in College, New Haven, 'Conn.', The Edward W. Hazen Fbunda-
tiou, Dec. 1956.
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role to play in selecting and structuring learning experiences so that
the maximum effect is achieved -.and the student's own resources for
jeyning are used to the flallest.

The question is not whether the teacher should'be eliminated frern
theaching process, but rather: To what kinds of learning exiirionees
should the student be exposed? What combination of classroom time
and independent work .make for most effectivelearning/ The data
from the present experimentation in .independent- study seem clear
on this point : Students are able'to learn as well with much less class
timelhaffwe have been accustomed to inquire of them. As a Minimum,. '
the el'dence presks for a much closer, examination of the ".class hour
lormulae"13y which we teach.

III. Working from the Ground Up: Proposals for' the Establish-
ment of New Programs in Higher Education

, -

Addressing the Association for Higher Education, which had de-
voted its eleventh annual meeting to the "crisis of numbers'', and the
problems of quality in higher education, Harold Taylor had this to
say: ,

All the evidence that I have b een. able toottect imlictites that if there were
not a singt student added to the preen enrollment of American colleges and
universities during the next ten years, we would have exactly the same need
for scrapping our present system of instruction-and inventing a new one .
What we have now is a huge mechanical system for disseminating information.
Once the information is conveyed, it is checked and academic credits are
awarded for accuracy in recording The present system is built on the
assumption that learning occurs in one dimensionthe dimension of memory.
It assumes that the rewards of learning are not to be found ip the pleasure and
jolt of.the knowing or in the achievement of belief, not in finding a sense of
personal and intellectual identity, but in receiving credit, social status, a higher
income, and #n exemption from the necessity of farther study or intellectual
development ! . The present system of lectures, text books, survey eouises,
standard requirements of subject matter, examinations, and qum. erica' 4
grades 1" fails to touch the inner consciousness of the student or to deal
With his motivations, his emotions, his aims, and his needs."

Whether the crisis of numbers has in and of itself made the differ-':
ence and whether the new movements on the educational scene will

___bventually really "touch the inner consciousness of the student" are
still other questions. Be that as it may, a number of institutions have
uh:eady begun something of the kind of programscrapping that Dr.

'Taylor suggests., Prominent among these are the new college plans
already under way at Michigan State's Oakland College, Wayne,State's

Harold '121, Taylor, The world, of the American Student," Current Issues in Higher
Education, Washington, National Education Association, 1958, pp. 22;23, 24.

14,
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Monteith 'College, Dartmouth, Bard, Goddaid, and Austin Colleges,
and Wesleyan University, and the new college programs that have been
,proposed by Hofstra College and by. the officials of Amheht, Smith,
and Mount Holyoke Colleges, and4the University of Massachusetts.
While each of these programshas as its foremost concern the imtirove-
inentof the quality of the student's educational experience,'it also holds
import for (and in several instances finds its impetus in) the, problem
of serving increasing numbers in higher education. In the five pro-
grams reviewed in this report, the material' is based on original pro-
spectuses outlining the plans of these.new college programs. While
there have since keen some modifications in the prospectuses, the data
are considered to be illustrative of the broad ouqines and purposes of
these programs.. , .

Monteith. College at Wayne State University entered its first ,cla in '

the fall of 1959. The program sat Monteith detiartstkom the niore
usual organization of the -college curriculum in, the distribution of

...its general education requirements over the student's I years in col-.
lege, in the provision for a degree in general education for those
studentsVho do not wish to major 1h a specifie'field, and in its.use of
independent study procedures early in the student's career.

Under its plan of. general education, student* will be expected tb
take work in the natural sciences, the social sciences, and the humani-
ties-during their iunior and senior years .as well as in their first 2
years. The program is built around a series of :4 basic, courses
extending over several semesters and culminating 'in year-long
Senior Colloquium. it would reptire of ail students a common core
of experiences so organiZed as to Provide, a broad interdisciplinary
apprOach to 1;o'th general and field edUcation and an exposure to' a
wide variety of disciplines. The offering of an undergraduate degree
in general education represents onk, 1 the first such k' in this
country.

Monteith hopes to employ a,..varieg, of inean foi' developing
student independence in' learning. FO-r example, the stud4ut..will be
asked to take the terminal segment of one of his first thee
courses without attending the meetings of discussion groups of
course. While he will be admitted to lectures, given a syllabus, and
have access too'ccasio4411 advicehe will be asked to "develop his own

.captrcities for intellectual initiative and independent work by rom-
",plethig the course without The help which attendance at 'the meeting
of a small section would have given him." is It is expected that each
student will choose for himself which of Ole courses he wishes to

"An Experimental College at Wayne State University," Detroit, Michigan, Wayne
State University,1958,-1): 147
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'terminate in this fashim .
/

'After be has successfully
in this wag, he will no longer
any of his elective courses, th

o him. ,
endent study device appears

enior Colloquium, the last o
quium will be offered in two s. .

Glasses will meet but once'in 2 weeks. A student will,enrollin both
sections in each semester of his final year, but will attend the meet-
ings' of only one of these sections. Tape recordings of the Meetings
of the other section will be aVailable to lin?' if he wishes to use them.
At the end of the semester, the student will be eairtined equally on
the work of the two sections. This pattern will be continued for the
second half of the Senior ColloquitiM, so that in effect the student will
be expected to.cover one-half of his required wait in his senior year
with no formalized instruction. bile he may otf course, -seek con-
ferences with any member of the to and thus secure additional,belp,
he' gill not be allowed to "con ert li occasional conferences into

.uctif04?"" ,

s di 4ad interdisciplinary approach
h hop 'AltaiAltai tain "core experiencks"flip certain

--,

pendena in learning will enable students
ality in le educational program. It hopes

ganization 'of. elle program, with its planned
,ruse of lectures, Student, ed seminars, and independent study, will ,en-

able it to Make fay more efficient use f its instructional star and fa-, F-
eilitiestlian might uStially be the case. ,

/ i
God#,rd College cen ers much. of, its re 'sea` curriculatt.arounFt.the
use Of independent Rudy, individual res rchprojects, and student
field'experienceS. he student attends regt ar classes during. his 'first
year and moves oward an increasing degr e otindependeilt work in
his lateryeafs. A

. / '
N i--,a reas f sturdy have beert defined as central to the studen t's,

,.

"gene edu ation. ' These areas include study ', and field ,work in
hiltnati"ri ions, social psychology and anthropology, languages and

/culture, the physicaLsciences rind mathematics, tile biological scienees,
the arts education and the 'community, AMeriettn society,, and the

t .
English language. The student takes three cofirseseach semester of
his first year. These courses are planned, aronnd large areas rather

I than narrow subject matters, with the progra organized so that the
student devotes a full day to the wofk of a ,p ticular course. In his

;

ment of his course wor
attend clasS meetings
ings will remain open

Still another inde
for its year-long
courses. The coil

ed a seg-
e required to

ugh such meet-

Monteith's plans
the required basic

ct ions each semester.

.:.-private systematic tutorial- hist
Through its Curricular str-

to general education, Monte'
and the development of hid
to itcliieve a new level of q
further thailts careful o

reed., p. 29.
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- .
last term, the student takes no courses. I3etw een these beginning and)end points, students plan v ith their advisors flexible _programs which
p4rmit a wide variety of course' ark, participation in off-campus jobs,
al d indephident study. ' ,ii

As part of its program, he_college plans to establish a learning aids
center "to extend the trAd tional functiong of the library as a place
for individual learning and Make possible the_study of many subject
matters with little *cher assistince."26': The center is planned to
include teaching machines, a file of rearniiig resources such as chem-
istry ancYphysics courses on Mit, documentary materials in the physi-
'cal and social sciences, language,records and tapes, slides of art works,

7 i recordings of poetry and drama, and taped lecture, material, along with
..:

facilities for self-operable Wins, slides,,and.recoOing equipment. Stu.
. :dents will ,work'fit the learnIng aids center either, on their own or in

groups. .4.

., ITnder its new program the college will operate 12 months of the
year with students permitted to use their 2-month winter work period
and their 2-month summer vacation period inivays which, will enable
them to enrich, and arelerate their programs at the college. For

. example, a student might complete s research study during his non-
. re_ sidence work term experience and thus extend his fall semester by

2 months, while still 'another student might take advantage of the
JulyAugust vacation period to ea'n academic creditofor a prOject
in the college's community service -%--ork camp program. The college
expects, as faCulty and students letirn to take advantage of the flexibil-
ity of the new calendar, "that perhaps one-fifth of the students en-
rolled will be absent from the college all of the time and that a fifth
might be continuing work at the college during whit is. now the suminer
vacation and 'the winter nonresident term." 21 it is hoped Chat under
these conditions the college would be able to enroll nearly 20 percent
more students than is now the case, with no increase in facilities.

Bard college, in the search for quality and better utilization in its
experimentation, uses a newly orgarlizW winter. .session curriculum,
a new plan of nonresident credit for in3ependent study, atiffemplOy-
ment of a.year-round calendar that will permit some students to com7
plete their prograMs in 3 years. Under its new plan, Bard will 'add
2 half semester's of. 7 weeks ea& to its present 2-semester system of
15 weeks each. One of these half semesters will run concurrently
with Bard's Winter Field Period, from early January to late Febru-
ary; die, other will be a summer session limning from mid-July to
early September.

. ,
20 "An Experiment in College Curriculum Organization at Goddard College," Plainfield,

Vernatscil. Goddard College. 1959, p. 7.
11 Ibid., p. 6.. -
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41.

Bard \sees the short sessions of its new program as offering an op-
, portunity 'for radically new teaching experiments. It expects that,

asthe,se prOgrams develop, they will have "a profound effe'c't on Bard's
total educatiOnal program." 22

The midWinter course offerings are to be organized around a single I

theme whiOt will be approached intensively from a variety of dis-
eiplines. The first subject chosen for study is "The Breakdown of
the 19th Ce ditry 'World View," which will be studied from the dis-
,.2iPlines of k iology, physics,, religion and philosophy, economics, litera-
ture, and the attS. The College hopes to develop still other central
offerings designed to "stimulate the de% elopment of interdisciplinary
work and carry Bard further toward the goal of a unified and con-
cerned comniunity."2.? While several such offerings might be avail-
able_during any one midwinter.session, students would be permitted
to enroll iYronly one at a time. Each c'ourse,would carry'S academic
credits, with students meeting, in three 2bour seminar sessions each
week. In addition, all faculty menThers participating in the course,
'would tak4 part in onegeneral seminar session 41\ week.

, :-

The summer session will at first offer a group of more or less coil-,
,veirtional courses with the twofold purpose of serving as a basis cr
comparison with the rindwintet session and enabling the college to
attract Students:from other. institutions., Later, theSe summer session
offerings- may take on the.format of, the midwinter program.

Through a new program Q! nonresident credit. {,(1: independent
siudy, Bard hopes that it may Felp snents to develop More effective -
habits for learning independently. It is.expected that the independ-
ent study programs may be' of several sorts. They may involve an in-
dividual research project, a special assig5iment that follows on the
heels of a first semester course or is sandwiched between the two se-
mesters of a specially designed year course, a work experienc-e which
is combined with a project, or "a special work experience evaluated in
advance as possessing special academic merit." 24

Under the new calendar Bard's academic plan ,will be in operation
for atotal of 44 weeks, as compared with itslormer use of a 30- to 32-
week school year. ,.The plan isaighly flexible and will allow students

12 complete their work in a regular 4,year sequence or to aicelerate
to 3 years through the use of independent study and attendance in the ,
abbreviated wiiiterand.summer sessions. , -0 A 1. . 1 ,', . . , 1 '

= "Release MI Bard College Program," Annandale-on-Uudson, Bard College, July 1959,r
p. 4. . . --,

2, Ibid., p. 4. . , .

24 W. Boyd Alexander an Alonzo r 'Myers, "Evaluation of an Experlmeht In Off-
Campus Independent study at Bard College," Annandall-Iludsoi, Bard College, May
1959, p. 12.__
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Wesleyan University thinks it may have found a way of staying small
while getting larger. Its program for improving quality and han-
dling lttrger numbers takes quite a different turn from some of the
other new college plans in that it builds on ari expansion of Personnel
and facilities. It expects that its new plan would enable the college
to increase enrollment by as much as 40 to 50 percent in the next
decade.

Under its plan Wesleyan proposes to establish a federation of small
colleges within the framework of the university, each with its own
faculty, student body, and course offerings. The colleges would range
in size from 100 to 250 students, with faculties of about 10 to 20, Or
one teacher to every 10,or 12 students. Each college would be organ-
ized arorind a particular area of knowledge with its faculty chosen
to represent as many different disciplines as possible. Each would
have its own director and governing committees and would administer
its own educational unit. There would be a College of History, Philos- °
ophy, and Comparative Literature; a College of Creative ,Arts; .a
College of Behavioral Sciences; a College of Physical Sc4ences; and
other colleges centering on broad programs in various areas ofconcen-
tration. In addition to these Separate colleges, organized around
different fields of concentration, the proposal also _envisions a more
general University College, which nrIght,lunction as a service unit
to the, other colleges, with offerings in such as philoSophy,
religion, mathematics, foreign languages, and English.

his first year, the student would take much of his work in
the UnWrsity College bUt would also draw on 'courses in the other
colleges. His field program would begin with his second year, when
ho would move into one of the separate college units. From his second
tolls senior year,.the student would fake courses and do indepeilderft
work in his area of concentration as well as in an area of sppplementary
studies and general education. The bulk of this work would occur
within his own college, although lie would be encouraged to draw
on the offerings of other colleges in pursuance of his overall goals in
general. education. Much emphasis would be placed on the use of
small group and tutorial approaches to leaping. Eaclistudent would
work closely with a tutorial committee, with gicist classes and seminars
arrange so that all members of the student's tutorial committee Would
have glit most or all students in a particular p'rogram over a sub-
stantial period of time. The student would have one member, of the
tutorial committee as his regular tutor, but all members of the commit-
tee would hale an opportunity to work with the 'student during the
course of his college years.25

2s.A. Report of the Subcommittee of the Educational Policy Committee of the FacuiTy.
The College Plan," Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University, Dec. 1958, p. 2.
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The New ;College Plan sponsors think that their proposal will make it
possible to provide "educatign of the highest quality.% . . with a fac-
ally; half as large, in proportion to the student body, as is now cus-
tomary in institutions of , the first rank." 26 The phin proposes the
creation bf a new type, of college to be jointly sponsored by the col-
leges of Amherst, Smith, Mount Holyoke, and the University of
Massachusetts. As a cooperative enterprise it represents still another
direction in the search for mdre effective as tell as more efficient ways
of leening.

The propoial of this 4-college gro4 sfate,s:
The New College Ilan is based on the conviction that the average student
entering one of the better colleges is capable of tar more independence than be
now demonstrates * * It will be a major goal of the college to^develop and
sustain a style of life which will make it habitual for students to work to-
getAer In groups and individually without constant recourse to the faeutty,27
The sponsors of the New Colle Plan propose to organize the cur/

riculum to tain students to educate themselves and to develop in the"
students a capacity-to continue their education throughout their lives.
The freshman prOkram is to be organized around specially designed
Seminars in which the student will be expected to gain:experience in

' independent work; and, over the student's 4 year student -led semi-
nars, discussion groups, and othei. devices will be,nsed in an attempt'
to help studentS develop-skills in working independently. ,

The New College plans to limit its course offerings to a total bf only
50 courses each semester. .;While these offerings will be Supplemented
through the collateral use of course offerings of each of the sponsoring
institutions, the Ne' College expects students "to master subjects
chiefly on their own initiative * *. Completeness will not depend"
on the course offerings, but on.the student, since he isi1nade responsible,
as he matures, for organizing his stud.), so as to master [his]
subjects." 28 .;

The student will have a three-course program instead .of the cus-
tomary five or four, and faculty members will give only one lecture
course at a time, w the time saved from course 'work to be used-by
faculty 'and. for the, development of independent projects..

The freshman level,seminars (averaging abou students each) will
14 designed to bring the stud nt into close cont,a t with the work of
scholars and to provide him W1 an intensive but imited-exploration
of a single subject matter area It is expect at the Student will
quickly%ain experience in wo king independently because a signifi-

tt

C. L. Barber, Donald Sheehan, Stuart M. Stoke. Shannon McCune. T'lle New CollegePlan: A Proposal for a Major Departure in Higher Education, Amherst. Mass.. University..of Massachusetts, 1958, P. "I.
Ibid., p, 9.

2* Tbe. New College Plan, op. Mt., p.-12.
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cant portion of the seminar work will be planned around independent
projects "for which the freshman will have or can acquire the neces-
sary frame of refeFence, and in which he will encounter fundamental

. problems of the topic and.the disCipline." 29
In, the main, upper-class courses are to be organized as lecture

courses (often averaging only one or two meetings per week) and
snpplemented by seminar -work, sometimes directed byjhe lecturer,
but usually under student leaderslIip. It is hoped that these adjunc-
tive seminars, along with the student's fregliman seminar experiences,
will accustom the student to anew style of life in which'independent
work will be normal and expected.

The calendar of the New °College Plan would be organized on a
tliree-term basis, consisting of fall and spring terms of 14 weeks-eacli,
and a specililly planned midwinter turd of a month at which time Al
students would join studying two courses designed to provide corn-

;mon intellectual experience. .-,One of these courses would, deal with
a major aspect of Western culture, the other with study of a non-
Western culture, with the subjects changing from gear to year, so that
a wide variety Of subjects would be covered Over a 4-Year span. The
emphasis on independent work would continue during this Pgriod. All
regular courses and projects would give way during this midwinter
term while the college "turns itself into aconferense * * * as it joins
in a comrrion intellectutirenterprise." 39

By giving up the attempt at a complete course offering an d' d sing ,7
the specialized courses of the sponsoring institutions, the authors of

the New College Plan hope to achieve "significant economies in dot-
tars and, more important, in the number of teachers required." 31 They
-estimate that under this plan it will be possible'for a faculty of 50 to
give a first-rate education to 1,000 students. In addition, the New
College Plan hopes- to achieve still other economies in making use,
where it can, of library; recreational, and specialized scientific facili-
ties,already existing among,the four institutions.

New college programs, such as those described in this report, reflect
a variety of new directions increased emphasis oncindepencient study;
greater use of field and ofteampus experiences; emphasis on goatral
education; use of freshman seminars, tutorials, and other small-group
approaches to learning; emphasis on the more intensive exploration o.:
'certain subject-matter areas; reduotion of the number courses)
student takes at any one time; use of common or core lea ng experi-.2
ences fOr sections of the student body, and in some ctis the entire

,
so Ibid., p. 18. ,

Ibfd., p. 24.
*2 Ibid., p: 4.
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student body ; increased use of learning aids such as films, tape record-
ings, and other audiovisual cievicet cooperative use of *Hides; and C
use of summer sessions and special winter terms to enrich as well as..."
accelerate the student's edueatonal.experience.

ig.mucll tOcrearly, of course, to attempt to surmise what will hap-
pen with these new college plans. The programs at 'Monteith, God-
dard, Bard; and Wesleyan are just underway, having enteretheir first
freshman classes in the 1959-196Q school year,, and theNew College
Plan of the Amherst, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and University of Massa-
chusetts group is still in the study stages. Some mistakes will no doubt.
be made. What is significant about-these movements, however, is that
higher education is "on the dare" and has really begun to shdke it-
self loose from what Dr. TayfOr and others suggest have been too; long
established and too deeply ingrained patteits of behavior,

<, 1

IV. Conclusion

The preceding material ,barely touches on the news develoPine ntS
\prsently under wa in higher education. There are, of course,-soine.
dangers in these new movements; for it is possible that much that
educationally worthless, if not harmful, could pass under the guise of
experimentation. While few would argue for experimentation for
experimentation's sake, the fact of the mptter is that we have toooften
tended,torationalize avap-the possibilitits of; and the need for; taking
a closer look at the nature and organizatii?n of our learning processes.

. The rationale fpr the present experimentation` with the new. ;pro:
igrams of independent study and with the new college Programs lies in

several bases : in.the college's desire to find' new hays of I ng and
to improve the quality of the student's educational exper in the
desire to reduce the "detail burden" of the instructor slid 6-tide new
avenues for his ()ill research andb.development as a ilachei ; and in
the "press of numbers." Certainly much o,f the impetus for the experi-
mentationrnentation now going on grows out of the present on themore
effective utilization of teaching resources. It

of
hae a mistake,

however, to view this goal as the sole objective of theserexperhiienls,
and it would be a mistake to assume that certain kinds of economies in
the organization of our teaching and learning procedures will neces-
sarily be harmful to .the achievement of quality. there is°,:in 'fact,
some evidenCe to suggest that, rather than representing mutually
contradictory goals, these objectives may well go hand in hand. .4

There is much evaluation that needs to accompanylhe present ex-
perimentation. There will be'some "ba ng up" and some reworking
of designs and ideas. The newer developments, howeVer, hold within,

22
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them a great deal of excitement and potential for higher education,
for they carry with them the bold challenge of discovery of new and
perhaps more effective ways of learping.

'What may haveiappeared to be higher, edification's crisis may yet
turn out to be its best opportunity. \

./
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